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Drew Lettner is an art director, digital designer, film 
nerd, and jiu-jitsu addict based in Milwaukee, WI. He 
loves bold colors, bolder women, horror movies, and 
writing copy in the third person. Drew Lettner lives 
by one rule: sometimes rules need to be broken. His 
second rule: never underestimate Drew Lettner.

Drew Lettner is authentic AF. He breathes the spirit 
of innovation, driven by his passion for learning as he 
intuitively adapts to new technology and processes—all 
the while ensuring compliance with corporate brand 
standards (even before it was the cool thing to do). 

My professional experience culminates with a solid 
history leveraging strategic vision, business acumen, 
and creative leadership (with a dash of wit and humor) 
to deliver high-impact marketing + digital experiences 
across a diversity of industries.

Most important of all—I’d relish in the opportunity 
to hear more about your unique situation. You never 
know—we might one day embark upon new adventures, 
crafting the next great brand narrative together.

Let’s begin our journey 

AS OUR TALE UNFOLDS,







While visuals are important, they aren’t everything—which is why I embrace 
a solid history of results achieved through research, planning, strategy and 
execution. From there, the secret sauce to business success is actually pretty 
simple—begin every journey with a deep focus on user-centered design thinking 
(now that I’ve typed that, it does sound a bit complex, but believe me it’s not).

To put it in simple terms: your user is the cornerstone of your business—and no 
matter how unique your business challenge—solutions begin to emerge when 
you put the user first.

Since every client is a user of my own services, the second ingredient to my 
secret sauce of success is embracing a collaborative spirit as we conquer these 
challenges together. Every successful relationship is built on a foundation of 
communication and teamwork. 

Let’s cook up some awesome 

APPROACH



CAPABILITIES
S T R A T E G Y
Strategic Planning
Discovery + Research
User Experience
Creative Direction
Content Strategy

D E S I G N
Art Direction
Graphic Design
Brand Identity
Motion Design
Film Editing

D I G I T A L
Website Design
Wireframes
UX/UI
Prototyping
WordPress

Remember those high-impact, conceptual visuals I mentioned a couple pages 
back? Getting back to that, these are the actual things I can produce. When 
it comes to creative services: design, film, motion, music, traditional art, 
interpretive dance (kidding . . . maybe)—these are all tools in my arsenal and 
this business is my labor of love! Not to mention I’ve been creating for a really 
long time—literally as long as I can remember.

Along my creative odyssey, I picked up some additional tricks on the way. These 
skills have gifted me a competitive edge as I’ve applied my craft to tested and 
proven business strategies.

Stuff I’m good at:



So how does all this magic transpire, you might be asking? To kick things off, 
we use a fast paced, user centric, and facilitated framework that defines and 
prioritizes user needs, creates user journeys, surfaces actionable insights, 
makes strategic recommendations and produces tangible results. What this 
means is we do our homework (and by “we” I mean “me and you”). Research and 
planning is the lion’s share of the work for any project—which, believe it or not; 
comes before an inkling of Photoshop ever crosses my mind or flirts with the 
visual design of any given project.

In short, it looks like this:

DISCOVER  DEFINE  DELIVER
Together, we discover your customer’s needs and pain points. Using these 
insights, we define the goals we set out to accomplish in the scope of our 
project. Finally, we deliver an expertly crafted design product that looks as 
good as it functions (and by “we” I actually mean “I”).

The results speak for themselves  

PROCESS



LESS TALK —MORE NUMBERS, DREW.
LET’S SEE WHAT YOU CAN DO!

Fair enough! The following pages cover a handful 
of case studies that demonstrate my process 
and project success stories. In addition, no case 
study would be complete without describing the 
challenges that were outlined at the outset of 
each project.

These challenges vary from case to case, but 
typically encompass brand identity design, user 
experience design, user interface design, visual 
language, and brand messaging.

See the proof 



T H E  C H A L L E N G E
DS Smart is an innovative digital healthcare solution; 
which required a custom approach to highlight 
its benefits and capabilities; as we geared up for 
product launch and marketing rollout.

T H E  O U T C O M E
We crafted a multi-faceted, mobile-friendly digital 
experience anchored by a product microsite that was 
tailored to address the unique challenges faced by 
the end user—understaffed senior living caretakers.

T H E  I M PA C T
Since the launch of the DS Smart microsite, sales 
have exceeded projections by 20%; driven by the 
quality of leads: caretaker providers that are more 
educated, better qualified, and ready to buy.

C L I E N T
Direct Supply, Inc.
Milwaukee, WI

I N D U S T R Y
Healthcare
Technology

S E R V I C E S
Strategy
Art Direction 
Web Design

Wordpress Build

P R E S S
Direct Supply Blog

DS SMART // A SMARTER WAY TO 
CONQUER CARETAKER CONFUSION
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Stock photos are great 
in a pinch, but there’s 
no replacement for 
custom photography to 
drive the authenticity 
of a project; especially 
when showcasing 
unique proprietary 
product features.
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T H E  C H A L L E N G E
As AIGA Wisconsin celebrated 10 years in the 
regional design community, we wanted to 
commemorate our members, past successes, and 
share an envisioned future of the profession.

T H E  O U T C O M E
We hosted an integrated event experience to more 
than 100 attendees which included expert keynote 
presentations, music, networking activities, exclusive 
prizes and giveaways.

T H E  I M PA C T
We elevated organization awareness in the 
design community with a focus on the 2019/2020 
programming schedule. New partner connections 
were fostered by way of sponsorship dollars and a 
renewed sense of purpose.

C L I E N T
AIGA Wisconsin

I N D U S T R Y
Nonprofit

S E R V I C E S
Creative Direction
Strategy
Art Direction 
Event Planning
Motion Design

EXPERIENCE AIGA WI // EVOKING
AN ENGAGED DESIGN COMMUNITY
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The celebration was promoted 
across our social media channels 
by highlighting the event’s featured 
acts, speakers, and sponsors.

We leveraged nostalgia through then 
/ now juxtapositions so our audience 
could reminisce on their lives and 
memories of 10 years past.



The event floor plan was designed 
to engage attendees by anchoring 4 
stations to exhibit the core values and 
benefits of AIGA WI.

These 4 stations were designated 
through custom printed signage:

Belong—becoming a member of AIGA 
is about belonging with your tribe and 
unique community.

Connect—if you’re not an AIGA 
member, you can still enjoy the 
benefits of our community by 
connecting with like-minded designers 
and creatives.

Grow—at our core, designers are 
craftsmen. This station was focused 
on sharpening technical skills through 
workshops and lectures. 

Explore—as we grow and evolve in our 
careers, AIGA values the exploration 
of new career paths, skills and 
opportunities.
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T H E  C H A L L E N G E
How do you position a top secret platform so that 
it’s valuable to prospects, but hidden from the 
competition? That was the burning question that 
drove us forward as we redesigned DSSI.net.

T H E  O U T C O M E
We streamlined the marketing website with a 
mobile-friendly experience, showcasing an engaging 
new look + feel for the brand. Redesigned on the 
Wordpress platform, the new site was built for rapid 
updates that highlight new features and content. 

T H E  I M PA C T
Elevated brand perception and a bump in market 
share followed the launch of the new site. Web 
traffic increased by 22%, bolstered by content that 
educated both prospects and existing customers.

C L I E N T
Direct Supply, Inc.
Milwaukee, WI

I N D U S T R Y
Healthcare
Technology

S E R V I C E S
Brand Strategy
Web Design
Wordpress Build

P R E S S
Direct Supply Blog

DSSI // REBRANDING A TOP SECRET 
ePROCUREMENT PLATFORM
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The unique platform features were shielded 
from the competition by excluding screen 
shots of the app in the design. The brand was 
bolstered by illustrative graphics and imagery 
that inspired wonder by keeping concrete or 
real-world photos to a minimum.
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T H E  C H A L L E N G E
Greater Together is a nonprofit organization with 
a focus on diversifying the creative industries of 
Milwaukee, WI. We needed a call-to-action that 
inspired creatives while spreading our message in 
one of the most segregated cities in the nation.

T H E  O U T C O M E
We planned and executed multiple design-related 
programs. These initiatives included multi-faceted 
engagement campaigns, social media awareness, 
event planning, and strategic business partnerships. 

T H E  I M PA C T
We engaged over 1,000 residents to design a new 
city flag for Milwaukee, WI. Another 8,000 residents 
participated in a rating process online to choose a 
new flag that better represented the Cream City.

GREATER TOGETHER // INSPIRING A 
DIVERSE CITY TO EMBRACE CHANGE

C L I E N T
Greater Together
Milwaukee, WI

I N D U S T R Y
Nonprofit

S E R V I C E S
Strategy
Art Direction
Programming
Event Planning
Design

P R E S S
Milwaukee Journal 
Sentinel
WTMJ 4
WISN 12
The Milwaukee 
Independent
Shepherd Express
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Our efforts in 2016 were 
encapsulated within an ecosystem 
of programming focused on driving 
community engagement and 
awareness of the diversity problem 
in Milwaukee’s Creative Sector.







I N  T H E  B E G I N N I N G
My career in the creative industry blossomed from a 
love of art and drawing. I’ve been drawing for as long 
as I can remember. Drawing for me, is not so much a 
skill than it is an obsession.

My earliest memory of drawing (at 5 or 6 years old) 
involved a Mickey Mouse coloring book. I paged through 
it scanning for every image of Mickey I could find. I 
colored his ears, nose, eyes, his body; all of the parts 
of Mickey that were black were filled in with my black 
crayon. Once there were no more images left of Mickey 
to color, I was so distraught that I decided to take 
matters into my own hands—I drew my own version of 
Mickey (and it was terrible). But I didn’t let that stop 
me, I drew him over again and again until I was able to 
craft a semi-passable version of Mickey Mouse. After 
years of practice I became quite good. 

T H E  B O T T O M  L I N E
Pardon my French, but if you’re a creative and you don’t 
love this shit, do yourself a favor and just stop doing it 
right now. You don’t have to be the best, the fastest or 
the smartest to be successful in this industry (those 
things wouldn’t hurt, of course). But you do have to be 
honest. Honest with yourself, and honest to the work—
because when you’re not it might haunt your dreams, 
but worst of all, it will manifest physical form as the 
specter of bad design.

The projects that follow represent some of my most 
innovative work. Most of these projects were executed 
on a shoestring budget with a micro-team of creative 
resources (in some cases, it was just me alone). These 
projects were not driven by marketing or revenue goals, 
but rather by the raw unfiltered passion to create—for 
the sake of creating, itself. 

PASSION PROJECTS // THE JOURNEY ON 
EVERY CREATIVE PATH BEGINS HERE





When Ed Ihlenfeld, a friend and multi-gold 
record producer started sending me tracks 
of his retrowave concept album, visuals 
efforlessly began to pour from my brain. 

We ultimately decided that these songs 
belonged to the motion picture soundtrack 
of an 80’s sci-fi action film.

Standard album and single art was 
produced along with a creepy music video. 
Animated graphics were shared across 
social media platforms to promote the 
work, and a limited run of physical posters 
were printed and distributed.





In 2019, I teamed up with Instant 
Karma Apparel to create this 
Milwaukee Flag-centric t-shirt design. 



Since 2014 I’ve been hard at work side by 
side with conscious hip-hop artist, Nafrini 
building her visual brand. 



We’ve spent the past few years creating a visual ecosystem 
including album art, promo materials and video production.

Our greatest accomplishment? We’re married with a beautiful son, 
Andrew Osiris, III since November, 2018. 

https://open.spotify.com/artist/7cEqz1pIP7ZHOQ6UC0ObkO?si=kgrdl16UTJGquOxERq3IQg


“IMAGINATION IS MORE IMPORTANT 
THAN KNOWLEDGE. FOR KNOWLEDGE 
IS LIMITED, WHEREAS IMAGINATION 
EMBRACES THE ENTIRE WORLD, 
STIMULATING PROGRESS, GIVING 
BIRTH TO EVOLUTION.
ALBERT EINSTEIN



You don’t have to be a genius to realize 
that some things just go good together. 
Let’s talk about your next project and 
see if we can make some magic (no 
pressure)! I’ll even come into the office 
and integrate seamlessly with your team, 
and if things don’t gel, we can go our 
separate ways (no hard feelings, I swear). 
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